MoonLight
Use and Explanation
by Ken Campbell

The following outlines the nature of the minerals, how and why they work, what to expect from
their use and how to use the product.
BREAKTHRU proprietary water technology was developed through research and study of fundamental
interactions between soil, plants, and animals. In examining ecosystems, the optimal health parameters
for an organism within any environment, are achieved as dynamic balance. Each living entity acts as an
antenna, sending and receiving information that helps to optimize the balance of crystalline components
of all cells to allow for the use or production of enzymes and the elimination of wastes. The mineral
components work within certain ratios and vary between individuals. They are balanced osmotically
through the shifting pH balance within the organism allowing the body to expel toxins while retaining
essential elements. The imbalance or dis-eased state occurs when the body pH is not correct, and toxic
anions build up within the body. These metabolic toxins block many of the over 4,000 metabolic
enzymes that our bodies require to maintain this healthy stasis.
According to scientific research and even to ancient religious writings, all matter is created out of
nothing (or the Void). The Super String Theory explains that before the Big Bang there were twentyfive dimensions. Immediately after the Big Bang eleven dimensions were present, ten are readily
identified with the eleventh occurring when fifteen dimensions imploded on themselves to form the
eleventh. Einstein’s famous formula, e=mc2, crudely lumps the different dimensions together. Changes
of matter or creation of matter are the precipitation and interaction of energy released by these various
dimensions or the changing of matter. Energy transfers across the dimensions may occur through
wormholes that serve as links between the current reality and other dimensions and possibly other
worlds, as outlined by Stephen Hawking in his Many World Theory, sometimes called the Wave Theory.
Therefore if minerals can be imploded on themselves (to become many times smaller than a hydrogen
atom), they could be absorbed into an organism instantaneously. They will serve to balance the
individual’s nutritional and vibrational needs and provide a conduit of endless energy flow between
dimensions helping the body balance its pH to eliminate toxins, open the metabolic pathways so
enzymes can function, repair the body’s antenna such that energy can flow fulfilling the organism’s
essential requirements for a healthy life.
In humans, for example, we will produce our weight in ATP daily. And yet, we do not ingest our body’s
weight in food daily. So how do we source the extra mass? The crystalline structures allow various
ultra-low-frequency wavelengths to be absorbed by our bodies and through enzyme reactions and
transmutations of elements produce this important compound, the source of metabolic energy. The active
component here is the transmission or movement of the negative electron charge.
It is important to examine and understand the Biological Terrain of an organism. A useful measure of
determining the negative electron charge is the Oxidation Reduction Potential (ORP). ORP values
reflect the pH of the test material within a range from plus 1200 mV to –1000 mV, and show the amount
of oxygen or negative electrons within a substance. Most raw organic vegetables have a negative value
between –50 and –200 (a slightly alkaline pH). The interesting point here is that disease sets in between
0 and plus 800 mV. Parasites and diseases die by either high oxidation or high negative electron
potential.
As we start supplementing Moonlight with its high negative ORP values we see a shift in pH balance in
the person’s body, his appetite reduces over time, and he experiences increased bowel movements.
Because the body will start producing a higher amount of internal ATP through the better function of
mitochondria, the person will be less hungry. Balancing of the pH levels in various parts of the body
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further helps to eliminate toxins. Consequently, with the body metabolism changing individuals may be
voiding harmful parasites and microbes along with heavy metals and toxic biochemical compounds
produced by the parasites and non-beneficial microbes. They will be producing fewer triglycerides
(metabolic stress that is deposited as fat). Their bodies will continue to balance as excess stored fat will
be burned up leading to weight loss as their bodies increase their metabolic efficiency.
Other changes from the increased available energy will be reflect in the lifestyle. Individuals will prefer
foods that are more wholesome and will be more physically active, again improving the muscle to fat
ratio causing an overall higher state of well being.
Moonlight is made with what we call Phase One product, described as Minerals plus Zeolite in a Humic
and Fulvic Base that has been balanced then imploded. It is used to detoxify and balance minerals in the
body. These minerals are a billion times smaller than a hydrogen atom, which is the smallest atom in
our universe. The elements themselves are in a state of flux, continually changing. If one attempts a
chemical or spectrographic analysis, results are different with every test, although they always show
sulfate ions and zeolite, in pure water.
If we were able to observe these minerals at magnification in our current space-time, a hydrogen atom
would appear the size of a medicine ball surrounded by millions of blurred or vibrating bee-bee sized
structures. Observation shows that once these structures are in contact with organic matter, living or
dead, minerals emerge in the proportionate amount that is required by each different organism or as with
dead material elements are in a state of flux changing concentrations of the various elements. This ebb
and flow of minerals into the system behaves more like a gas rather than a liquid. Once ingested,
Moonlight as this new source of nutrients, enables the body to build it's defenses and change its
biochemistry to start healing immediately.
The serving on day one should only be one drop of the MoonLight. This will introduce the body to the
process and start the biochemical changes. The second day the serving should be increased to 2 drops.
The third day three drops and so on until the maximum of 10 drops per day is reached. Each daily
amount can be taken at one time or in several doses placed directly under the tongue.
The material should be tasteless. Detoxification reactions may occur as early as the second day
(headaches, joint aches, etc.) and bowel movement volume and frequency should increase. If you get
too much discomfort, discontinue the product, stabilize and resume daily amounts over a longer period
before advancing. Once one or more of these reactions occur, the daily serving should be maintained for
a minimum of two or three days working up to the ten drops per day.
To get best results the ten drops per day should be maintained for at least six months. One will notice
that overall food intake is naturally reduced, activity levels will increase, and bowel movements should
occur within an hour after a meal. After six months at the ten drops per day, a reduction to one to three
drops per day should be the norm. If healing responses still occur anytime during the detoxification
period, a liver cleanse is recommended (under supervision of a health practitioner). An important note:
during the first ten to thirty days of taking the drops, you will be experiencing elimination of poisons
from the body with some urgency and you need to be mindful of where washroom facilities are located
along your travel routes.
For best results all members of a household should be included in a parasite cleanse while using the
DayLight or MoonLight since parasites are transferred within a group quickly. Usually, there is a weak
link in the family unit, the one that is or becomes seriously ill, and the others will be carriers of the
parasite; therefore, this link needs to be broken. This includes your pets and animals that live with you,
at a dosage relative to their weight.
For best results consider using the Barley Gold for at least 60 days before starting the MoonLight
protocol. Always remember to use products in a sacred, prayerful manner.
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